ICPR FACT SHEET
Intelligent Technology, Effective CPR

2015 AHA Guidelines for CPR
The American Heart Association (AHA) has determined that “... high quality CPR improves
survival from cardiac arrest”1 and highlights the following important criteria to define high
quality CPR for patients 8 years and older.

Ensuring compressions of adequate rate: between 100 – 120 compressions per minute
Ensuring compressions of adequate depth: between

2 – 2.4 inches

Allowing full chest recoil during compressions

The Cardiac Science G5 AED with ICPR is the only AED that provides active
coaching on all three criteria of the AHA guidelines for effective CPR!

Rate of Compressions
Voice and text prompts provide rescuers with CPR instruction that helps achieve compression rate targets.
With the G5 ICPR sensor, corrections are provided when compressions are outside the critical criteria. This
powerful combination of coaching and feedback ensures compressions are performed at the correct rate.
Text and loud voice prompt coach the rescuer to “press, press, press...” at the target rate.
The word “press” can be replaced by a loud tone, if desired.
If the ICPR system detects an error in the rate of CPR, a text prompt and loud voice from the AED will
prompt “Press Faster” or “Press Slower.”
Competitive Devices2

This easy-to-understand approach helps to ensure
compressions are delivered at the right pace without
the rescuer having to rely solely on the AED display,
or keep pace with flashing LEDs to determine the
proper pace, as with some other devices. During
CPR, the rescuer should be focused on the victim;
not the AED.

Defibtech AEDs (Lifeline, View and Reviver):
No corrective prompts.
Heartsine 450: Provides compression rate via flashing LED
and voice prompts.
Philips AEDs: No corrective prompts.
Physio Control CR Plus: Metronome only, no corrective
prompts.
Zoll AED Plus: Metronome only, no corrective prompts.

Powerheart G5 ICPR Feedback: Rescuer providing slow compressions

‘‘PRESS FASTER... PRESS,
PRESS, PRESS’’

Depth of Compressions
The ICPR system utilizes a non-slip, motion-sensing disc, placed in the center of the chest, to monitor the
depth of compressions.
If the rescuer is not pressing hard enough, a text prompt and loud voice from the AED will prompt
“Press harder and fully release”.
If the rescuer is pressing too hard, they will hear the prompt “Press softer.”

Pressing too hard? Not pressing hard enough?
This feedback system helps the rescuer achieve
the required 2 inch - 2.4 inch compression
depth, and ensures the rescuer can receive
important corrective prompts without having
to monitor the movement of a meter on an AED
as with some other devices. Again, focus on the
victim; not on the AED.

Competitive Devices2
Defibtech AEDs (Lifeline, View and Reviver): No
corrective prompts.
Heartsine 450: No corrective prompts for compression
depth.
Philips FRx: No corrective prompts for compression depth.
Physio Control CR Plus: No corrective prompts for
compression depth.
Zoll AED Plus: “Press harder” prompt only. Compression
meter on AED (rescuer must look at AED to monitor).

2-2.4”

Powerheart G5 ICPR Feedback: Compressions that are too deep

“PRESS SOFTER...
PRESS, PRESS, PRESS”

Chest Recoil
The ICPR system also monitors if the rescuer does not fully release the compression.
If the ICPR system detects this error, the rescuer will receive a text prompt and loud voice prompt to
“Press harder, and fully release.”

Competitive Devices2

AHA points out in its 2015 guidelines , “Observational
studies indicate that leaning (on the chest wall) is
common during CPR in adults and children.”1 It is
critical to prevent this common error in CPR, since
the AHA also reports “Leaning on the chest wall
between compressions precludes full chest wall
recoil…and could potentially influence resuscitation
outcomes.”1
3

Powerheart G5 ICPR Feedback: Chest recoil

“PRESS HARDER AND
FULLY RELEASE,
PRESS, PRESS, PRESS....”

Defibtech AEDs (Lifeline, View and Reviver): No
corrective prompts to allow proper chest wall recoil.
Heartsine AEDs: No corrective prompts to allow proper
chest wall recoil.
Philips AEDs: No corrective prompts to allow proper chest
wall recoil.
Physio Control AEDs: No corrective prompts to allow
proper chest wall recoil.
Zoll AED Plus: may be configured to display the FULLY
RELEASE text prompt to remind the user to lift the hands
off the chest.

Why is depth, rate and recoil
1
important when performing CPR?
Chest Compression Rate
In adult victims of cardiac arrest, it is reasonable for rescuers to perform chest compressions at a rate of
100 to 120/min.
Why Does it Matter?4

•
		
•
		
•

Number of chest compressions delivered per minute during CPR is an important determinant of return
of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) and survival with good neurologic function.
More compressions are associated with higher survival rates, and fewer compressions are associated
with lower survival rates.
Excessive compression rate and depth adversely affect outcomes.

Chest Compression Depth and Recoil
Rescuers should perform chest compressions to a depth of at least 2 inches (5 cm) for an average adult,
while avoiding excessive chest compression depths (greater than 2.4 inches [6 cm]). And, allowing
complete chest recoil after each compression.
Why Does it Matter?5

• Compressions create blood flow primarily by increasing intrathoracic pressure and directly compressing
		 the heart, which in turn results in critical blood flow and oxygen delivery to the heart and brain. Rescuers
		 often do not compress the chest deeply enough despite the recommendation to “push hard.”
• Compression depth may be difficult to judge without use of feedback devices
• To allow full chest wall recoil after each compression, rescuers must avoid leaning on the chest between
		compressions.

Rescuers Should6

Rescuers Should Not

Perform chest compressions at a rate of 100-120/min

Compress at a rate slower than 100/min or faster than
120/min

Compress to a depth of at least 2 inchest (5cm)

Compress to a depth of less than 2 inches (5cm) or greater
than 2.4 inches (6cm)

Allow full recoil after each compression

Lean on the chest between compressions

Minimize pauses in compressions

Interrupt compressions for greater than 10 seconds

Ventilate adequately (2 breaths after 30 compressions,
each breath delivered over 1 second, each causing chest rise)

Provide exessive ventillation (ie, too many breaths or breaths
with excessive force)

Conclusion:
The ICPR system, available on the Cardiac Science Powerheart G5 AED, provides important corrective prompts in all
three key dimensions of effective CPR as defined by the AHA: rate, depth, and recoil of chest compressions. It’s the
only AED to identify and correct errors in all three of these dimensions, and as such is the most comprehensive CPR
monitoring and correction system available on an AED today.
You can learn more by visiting cardiacscience.com/cpr, or contacting your Cardiac Science sales representative.
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